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ABSTRACT

"The purpose of this experimental study is t& determine if a fatigue

type failure and an endurance limit can be observed when a thin surface

film is subjected to a normal lead moving at a constant speed. Results

of other research in related fields has indicated that particles of a

surface coating become separated from the substrate prior to cata-

strophic failure of the coating when subjected to a moving load.

This mechanism of failure led Y. C. Hsu and F. F. Ling to accomplish

an analysis of shear stresses in a thin film bonded to a base material.

Their results relaced the shear stress at the interface to the speei of

the load and material constants and indicated stress reversals that

could be responsible for a fatigue type failure.

A test: device was designed to subject coated specimens to moving

normal loads of specific values. Various types of films were chosen

with indium providing the basis for this study. Separation of particles

from the substrate and from the coating itself were noted in all cases

where failure occurr:ed. Times to failure were analyzed statistically

and plotted.

Experimental results agree wfth conclusions of the theoretical

analysis. The data plots for indium coatings appear to indicate a

fatigue behavior following the standard format for this type failure.

Although no resulLs are obtained from the other coatings chosen, there

is sufficient reason to beiieve that thin films do exhibit fatigue

failure under the type of loading described.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. HISTORICAL REVIEW

A solid lubricant can be defined as a material that provides lubri-

cation to moving surfaces under dry conditions. This is accomplished by

providing a thin film to separate the moving surfaces. In order to

protect the surfaces and reduce friction, materials must be chosen with

two important properties in mind. The material, must have the ability Lo

form a thin adherent film on the surface of a substrate ,aterial and

the film material must be of low shear strength. Lamellar structured

materials such as graphite and molybdenum disulfide have these

properties in varying degrees and have been used for many years as solid

lubricants. The need for lubrication under extreme environmental con-

ditions na p..cvided impetus for the study and use of many other solids

as lubricants. Two distinguishing terms have been used by Merrill and

Benzing (Reference 13) to categorize solid lubricants; solid-film

lubricants and dry-film lubricants. Solid-film lubricants designate

materials bonded to a bearing surface with some type of adhesive and

dry-film lubricants refer to materials which react chemically with the

substrate or are plated on the substrate.

Since solid lubricants have finite wear lives, the use of a system

must be planned within the expected life of the lubricant. There have

been many octurrences of early failures in systems utilizing solid

lubricants, where the film has "flaked" a-d been removed frcm the system

1
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allording the moving parts to seize. Experimental work on surface temper-

atures of sliding systems (References 12, 15) including systems with

d-ry-film coatings, has suggested that catastrophic breakdown or failure

of the coatings was preceded by pieces of the film becoming separated

f 'rom- the substrate due to repeated loading. Earlier experiments with

graphite subjected to repeated transversals of a point load

(Reference 11) have shown that flaking of the surface layers is related

to the stress applied and the number of cycles of application. F-arther

inye!scigation by Lancaster and Clark (Reference 1) has indicated that

the failures of carbons are started by relative movement and fracture

aeath th surface lpvpr. This is most likely due to the fact that

the point of maximum shear stress, and thexafore the point with the

greatest tendency toward plastic de-ormation, is located just below

the surface (Reference 2).

Based on these observations Hsu and Ling have postulated

(PRference 7) that the shear strength of a film-substrate interface is

a function of cyclic stress application. Specifically, the higher the

applied stress the lesser the number of cycles that are required to

reach this shear strength or fatigue shear strength. Whenever the

fatigue shear strength of the film-substrate interface is reached, the

film becomes separated from the substrate at A as shown schematically

in Figure 1. Eventually the continued cycling will cause the film to

fail at B (Figure 1), allowing the PU*ce of film to be removed from the

system as debris.

2
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i B
S~~~Film ••e_

SSubstrate

Figure 1. Schematic of Film-Substrate Separation

The mechanism of failure led Hsu and Ling to accomplish an analysis

(Reference 7) of shear stresses in a thin film bonded to, or adhered to,

a base material. These stresses were to be applied by a surface load

moving at a constant velocity.

The maximum shear stress at the interface, given in terms of mate-

rial parameters (the Lame' constants and density), was related to speed.

Three regimes of speed (subsonic, transonic, and supersonic as defined

by a local Mach number) were analyzed and their effects on the fatigue

life of several iayer-substrate combinations were discussed. Results

indicated that failure could be of the fatigue type. Fatigue failure

would occur more readily in the transonic than in the subsonic regime

due to the increased number of shear stress reversals in the transonic

regime.

Fatigue failure is the end result of the progressively destructive

effect of repeated load cycles. Localized permanent changes take place

in the submicroscopic and microscopic structure of a material. These

changes, particularly in the early stages of fatigue damage, affect

the progress of fatigue. Striations or highly localized slip iands form

in the material and further reversed loading widens and intensifies

these bands.

3
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Strain-hardening may predetermine the subs.quent formation and

propagation of fatigue cracks, since the fatigue process apparently sets

in when strain hardening has been essentially completed (,Reference 4).

Just as slip takes place in the striations of an annealed material, it

also takes place within the sub-boundaries created by coldworking the

material.

Continued cycling intensifies heat production on slip planes and the

bands widen by further slip within the striations. Localized slip now

causes microcracks to form, especially where the striations, meet grain

boundaries. These are areas of severe stress in a crystal and tend to

block dislocation movement and prevent growth of striations. From this

point on, microcracks propagate until failure occurs on the macro-scale.

The interface of a coating and steel substrate is an area of extremely

severe stresses, and as such should develop microcracks at, an earlyI stage. Freudenthal (Reference 4) 1rhakes a simple assumption that the

I number of cycles producing fatigue failure (N - No) is an inverse

function of the density of striation areas per unit volume (1is),

where s is the mean spacing of striations:

(N - No) - K, i/ s)-q.

There is a linear relationship between the density of slip bands (•)

and the amount of strain hardening of an annealed material. The

increase in applied shear stress (T) over the elastic limit stress

(*) is proportioned to n:

(- T )

4
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(S - so)
Since 7n -l/s, then I/s - k where S and So represent general

stress terms. Substitution in the basic assumption above gives:

(N - N K (S - S )-q

This is the same form that has been used to express the relationship

between stress and cycles in fatigue testing. One can show that the

applied stress (S), ora-1 2 as Hsu and Ling (Reference 7) term it, has a

fixed relationship to the applied load (P). This is shown in Equation 60

!,of Appendix I. When the fatigue experiment is designed, then

(N - No) = K1 (P - Po)-q

may be used as the form of the fatigue curve.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The present experimental study has been motivated by the indications

in the many scholarly works previously cited, but primarily by the

conclusions of Hsu and Ling. It is the purpose of this study to deter-

mine if a fatigue type failure and an endurance limit can be observed

when a thin surface film is subjected to a normal load moving at a con-

stant speed. The speed of the load and the effect on surface film

failure will be related in the sense of the local Mach number (M), as

defined by 9su and Ling. M is the ratio of the load velocity (V) to the

shear wave velocity (C2).

It was decided to investigate the failure characteristics of

several layers of films on substrates of steel. Load speed was chosen

so as to remain in the subsonic regime in the layer material and the

steel substrate. This was done due to considerations of apparatus and

specimen design and material availability, as well as in the interests

5
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of limiting the scope of the experimc-::. The qxperiment was designed to

obtain statistical distributions of tecimen fail.res at various load

levels. Recommendations of the American '-'-iety for Testing and Mate-

rials, Committee on Fatigue (E-9), were utilized in so far as possible

and the fatigue life curves were plotted with the aid of ASTM-STP9lA

(Reference 5) and various distribution plots (Reference 10).

6
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ASECTION II

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

1. EQUIPMEhT DESCRIPTION

a. Specimen Design

The decision was made to utilize flat specimens rather than circular

ones used in prior studies. This was based on the greater cost involved

in coating circular specimens and the large number of specimens needed

for the planned statistical analysis. In order to relate the present

experimental results to prior oLservations of similar experiments, the

linear speed of the moving normal load was to be made equivalent to the

constant 1200 RPM and one inch radius used by Ling and Simkins. Since

a reciprocating motion would be required and a constant speed desired a

distance of two-thirds of the stroke length (I) was ised for the con-

stant speed part of the motion. This is to allow for a sufficient length

of specimen where the load is applied at a constant velocity. Based on

circular specimens of radius one inch rotating at 1200 RPM, the follow-

ing relationship between cam speed (nc) and stroke length (10 was

calculated,
kc " 2800/nc"

The length of the stroke was chosen as one and one half inches and a

cam speed of 1725 RPM; the considerations being available motors and a

realistic length of cbservable specimen. For clearance purposes, the

specimens were machined two inches in length.

With the value of stroke length chosen as one and one half inches,

the portion of the specimen designated to be loaded at a constant speed

7
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is one inch. This allows one quarter inch at each end of the stioke for

the load to change its direction of wotion. The calculation_= in

Anpendix II indicate that there will be no abrupt changes in stress at

the interface due to the change in direction of the applied load. A

width of one auarter of an inch was chosen to provide a uai.orv load

app!.cation across t:.e speci--n without requiring too large a surface

to be coated. The third dimension was chosen as one quarter of :.n inch

to pevt-z. one quarter inch souare drill rod to be used to manufacture

the specirens. (Specimen dimensions are 1/4" x 1/4" x 2").

The coatings to be tested were chosen from those available at the

time of the experiment and in as far as possible to give a variety of

film types. Indium, gold, chromina, and alumina were to be used in the

experimental analysis. The indium and gold were electroplated by cem-

mercial firms to a thickness of 0.0035 inches. This valup- was indicated

by the literatute as one most comnonly specified in the interests of

wear life and economy. DiSapio (Reference 3) to cite one of many, refers

to 0.0005 inches as a desirable film thickness. The chromia and alumina

specimens were flame plated by Linde Company of Union Carbide to a

thickness of 0.005 inches since this was the thinest coating available

wit.-in the limits of Linde flame spraying technology.

b. Apparatus Design

The size of the motor necessary to provide the desired recipro-

catvng motion and speed was based on a maximum applied normal load and

a Ei der tip width sufficient to give at least one stress reversal over

the ,-idth of the tip. Hsu ano Ling have indicated that the maximum



shear stress at the L'aterface of the film an' su:strate occurs at a

distance froa- the center of the applied load equal to ten times the

film thickness (Reference 7). Since the local IfAch number for this case

is subsonic and approximately zero (M = V/C2) a value of slider tip

width (is) no less than 0.02 inches is indicated.

The width of the slider tip was chosen as 0.025 inches and was cut

rom a cylinder of radius 0.392 inches in order to reduce the possi-

bility of ploughing.

0.2.0

'000"S~lotted Base

Figure 2. Sketch of Slider Tip

The relationship for Hertzian contact stresses between a cylinder

and e plane is (Reference 6):

a 0.591 P-

where R is the radius, W is the length of the load, P is the load and

E is Young's Modulus. With R = 0.392, E = 1.57 X 106 psi, W= 0.25 inches

and aT = 15,000 psi, P = 40 1b. The initial coefficient of friction

(p') was chosen arbitrarily as 0.iC maximum and a 1725 RPM motor with

1/3 hp was used.

9
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The Ferguson Machine Co=any of St. Louis, Missouri designed and

built a housed barrel ca. unit to meet the required specifications of

speed and stroke length. One quarter revolution of the cam (matched

to the 1725 RPM of the motor) was allocated to decelerate, stop, and

accelerate the applied load to the constant lineal speed. Oz.e quarter

revolution provides the constant speed of approximately 9.5 fps or

115 ips. The cam assembly is enclosed in an oil filled housing to

Provide lubrication and damnen vibrations. Venting of the sealed housing

to the atm-sphere was nezessary to reduce frothing of the oil.

A flexible coup l=ng joins the motor shaft to the cam shaft to

ensure against misalignment and a cam zider provides the take off for

the cam throw. Both the cam shaft ard the cam rider shaft are mounted

in brass bearings with O-ring seals.

The test apparatus itself consists of three main parts; the body,

the specimen mounts, and the slider assembly (Figure 3). To ensure

precise positioning of the moving load with respect to the specimens,

the body was machined from one piece of stick. Specimen mounts are

positioned by mount supports with shoulders to alig-, the mounts and

fix the distance between mounts (and thus specimens) to within

0.001 inch. The mount supports were designed to allow no vertical

deflection of the specimen mounts (less than ten microinches) as well

as tc acr as mechanical transducers for forces in the hcrizontal plane.

Specimens were held in the slot in the mounts (Figure 3.B) by a posi-

tioning block which also allowed for minor cotrections to the initial

distance between specimens by means of shims. The slider assembly

(Figure 4' proviOes the desired constan,. velocity to the applied load

10
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by mans of a hollow slider rod v ,ich is attached to the cam rider with

a sleeve and is threaded into th slider base. Two thin arms mowited on

the base transmit a force to th, slider tips and also act as indicators

for the load applied to the sp cimens. A collar with 10-48 left- and

right-hand threads provides tI-e force to slider arms, when it is

rotated, and two lock nuts fix the position of the collar in place. The

collar and lock nuts are rotated with minature spanner type wrenches.

Due to the high velocities involved the slider rod is continuously

lubricated with light oil dripping through a drilled passage in the

body of the apparatus. Felt inserts in the bushings insure that the rod

is evenly lubricated.

The slider tips are machined from Vascojet 1000, a high strength

vanadium alloy steel. They are held in a slot with a circular arc base

in the tip mount. This keeps the tips aligned properly with the

specimens.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

a. Recording Device

A Sanborn Twin-Viso Recorder (Model 60-1300B) was uqed to monitor

and record the outputs of the two strain gage circuits. Each gage

circuit signal was amplified by a Sanborn Strain Gage Amplifier

(Model 64-500B) connected directly to the recorder. This model recorder

provided sufficient channels for the experiment and a wide range of

signal presentation on a moving paper. Paper spued could be varied up

to ]nO %me per second to give a distinct reproduction of all signals.

This was zccomplish,,d by a recording arm whose amplitude was a response

13
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t a_•_• i si=_Is. Ezeractfraos for the physical setup and on-era-

a arm - ta& z~radr aw -M~ r ~rs rdere taTuan fron Sanborn Cocnanz-y

b.Sttafn Gapa Circuits

A: st2r al• e d in the circuitry are SR-4" type, 0.06 inches

4 eisrat~fail razes d-ft.' a :ýzrer base (F-AP-06-12-S-9).

7-o gzas were centered on each slider arm one qcuarter of an inch

--rm mhe .7_int were the collar applies the force to each arm

rF.i_.e -. * I).- This takes ad-antage of the largest induced bending

..Me-= ,.wichzat i-nterference from the slider tip -=ougnt. The gages were

csectre in s== a r that indicated strains would be additive

ani gL•--he greatest unbalance to the bridge circuit. All of the leads

were i-sulated •---h varnish a-nd soldered to wires running through the

ýnalv_ sli-der rod to ter'=ials on the connecting sleeve. From this

".:in- the circuit -.as co=!eted to the Sanborn amplifier for the applied

Y r of the friction forces was accomplished in a similar

rnn-•er on the other channel of the Sanborn recorder. Two strain gages

uvre centered on either side of each mount support (a total of eight

;ages) close to the apparatus body (Figure 3. D) in order to measure

the strains caused by the maximum bending moment. The supports utilized

were those at the end of the body without the slider rod bushing.

c. Calibration of Applied Load Circuit

Each slider arrm w calibrated individually in order to waatch their

her iz characteristics. Preliminary calcuiations indicated that the

I•
I.
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load applied to the specimens by the slider tips would be approximately

three times the force applied to the slider arms by the loading collar.

A slider arm was mounted on a jig to simulate actual conditions

(Figure 7) and loaded in one pound increments (F) up to 20 pounds. This

gave values of P (load applied to the specimen) well over the maximum

planned value of 40 pounds. Strain readings (C) were recorded as a

function of the force (F) for each arm.

F

n A

Figure 7. ,ider Arm Calibration Jig (F vs E)

(5) Strain Gages

Slider tips were given a light coating of Molycote to prevent adhesion

between the tip and jig interface. Now the arms were mounted on another

jig (Figure 8) end loaded with the force (F).

7F

_0

Figure 8. .ider Arm Calibration Jig, (P vs
e .A Strain Gages

17
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The force (P) was applied until the strain readings corresponeing to

each value of F were indicated. This force, P, is the load to be

applied to the specimens and will be indicated by a strain reading on

the recording device. Table I compiles the averaged calibration data

for the assembled slider. The relationship between the strain (in

microinches per inch) and the load to be applied (in pounds) is;

e - 8.33 P.

Once the relationship between the applied load, P ard a measured

strain, e was known, the Sanborn recorder had to be calibrated in order

to set, record, and monitor the applied load during each test run.

Deflections for various applied loads were calculated (Reference 8) and

are compiled in Table IM.

d. Calibration of Friction Force Circuit

Before calibrating the friction force circuit, a check was made to

see if dynamic calibration was necessary. Since the ratio of the

excitation frequency to the systems natural frequency is very close

to one a static calibration was performed.

In order to load both specimen mounts symmetrically in the hori-

zontal plane, a loading jig was constructed so a fnrce could be applied

at one point. The mounts were loaded in one pound increments and a

strain reading E (in microinches per Inch) was recorded for each

force S (in pounds) up to 20 pounds. Tho data is compiled in Table II

and when corrected to zero is expressed by the formula;

F = .09 E.

18
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TABLE I

SLIDER ASSEMBLY LOADING CALIBRATION; = 8.33P

APPLIED LOAD INDICATED STRAIN
P (ib) £ (p in/in)

2 16

5 41

10 83

12 100

14 116

15 125
20 166

24 200

25 208

26 217

30 250

35 292

38 317

40 334

42 350

45 375

50 416

19i
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TABL_.E II

SA.NBOi. RECORDER CALB!RATION
APPLIED LOAD AS A FiUNCTION OF SIGNAL DE-FLECTION

APPLIED INDICATED ATTENUATOR DEFLECTI N

LOAD STRAIN SETTING
P (ib) c ('i in/in) (cm)

2 16 1 1.60

5 41 5 0.82

10 83 5 1.65

12 i00 5 2.00

14 116 10 1.16

15 125 10 1.25

20 166 10 1.66

24 200 20 1.00

25 208 20 1.04

26 217 20 1.09

30 250 20 1.25

35 292 20 1.46

38 317 20 1.59

40 334 20 1.67

42 350 20 1.75

45 375 50 0.75

50 416 50 0.83
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TABE iTi

'r MIBAfi OF Si•,C_; .•0 SUPPORTS

FORCE STRAIN
S (ib) e (;, in/in)

S0 0

2 12

3 21

4 31
" 5 44

6 54

7 68

8 79

9 93

10 106

11 121

12 132

13 142

14 152

15 164

16 177

17 191

18 201

19 210

20 220
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Strains are c.lculated fron deflect :ons (i centimeters) of the

recording arra by - ans of the following relaticnship (Reference 8);

D= [ef1ection] [Aztenu:.tor_ Setting] [IBasic Sensitivity]

Using t!e value of 20 as the basi, sensitivity of this cir-cuit, Table I1

com-iies values of strain for various deflections and attenuator

setti:gs.

3. TEST PROCEDURES

For the purposes of this experiment, and to exclude Lhe pheno=enon

of wear, .ailure of a speci-an was defined as the tim-e at which the

first significant change in friction was observed. When the normal

load P is applied, the slider arms are fixed in position. Any wear of

the surface coating will be indicated by a gradual decrease in the

friction force to a constant value. Trial runs showed this to be true.

Conversely, any large and rapid decrease in the friction force would

indicate the removal of particles of the coating from the system.

Examination of the recorded data and the specimens for the trial runs

indicated that there was a pileup of coating particles at either end of

the specimens and sharp changes in the friction force for the trial

loads used, although there was nothing to tie the two facts together.

However, it was noted that there was a significant sharp rise in the

plot of the applied load at the same time coordinate that was indicated

for the change in the friction force. It was reasoned that this was due

to the removal of coating particles from the system and subsequent

jamming of these particles under the slider tip, thus giving a momentary

sharp rise in the applied force, F. Ther-fore the indications on the

22



COV-SO .F.-,--L..L..-O- 70 - ! 7 r.

DeDeflection- (c) Attenuator Settilng s (": in/-n)

0.50 1 1O

1.00 1 20

1.50 " 30

2.00 1 40

2.50 1 50

i. 00 2 40

1.50 2 60

2.00 2 80

0.80 5 80

0.90 5 90

1.00 5 100

1.10 C 110

1.20 5 120

1.30 5 130

1.40 5 140

1.50 5 150

1.60 5 160

1.70 5 170

1.80 5 180

1.90 5 190

2.00 5 200
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f

rricerion force Plot, as Well as the appie lodplt reu zed to

give a time to .Eilt.re for each s.eci.n_. As •a a•iticvl.tri•i,

snecimerts loade-d dich P less than- five rxomads sL-vwed a gradttal decrease

in the frictiona! force plot and no significant rise om the applied

load plot.

On the basis of the trial ris and recoc=eed-ations of the

ASIM' .=anual (Reference 5), experi=ental data was to be r 1.en at the

applied loads listed below with at least 15 speci-ens to be tested at

each load level except for P = 2 lb Vhere eight specimens were tested.

P = 35 lb
P = 30 lb
P = 25 ib
P = 20 lb
P = 14 lb
P = 10 lb
P = 5 lb
P = 2 lb

The value of P = 14 lb was chosen due to an initial mistaken setting on

the recorder and intentionally carried through the experiment. An

arbitrary value of P = 2 lb was chosen as one value below P = 5 lb.

Trial run experience showed that no indications of failure by

t = 10 seconds could be considered a run-out.

It should be noted that each pair of specimens provides only

one data point. The specimens are tested in pairs in order to preclude

any variation in the applied load P due to bowing of the slider arm.
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The first series of speci-ens uere inditr plated with a coating

thickness of 0.0005 inches. Saque"ncing of planned loads was done in a

random canner until all lead levels had sufficient data points. Then

five to eight more runs were rmde at P = 10, 20, and 30 pounds. Table V

presents the data by load level in an ordered tabulation. All six data

points for P = 2 lb were r-n-outs.

Reduction of the data in Table V was accomplished according to the

guidelines set down in the ASTM manual on fatigue (References 5, 10) and

the fact that a normal distribution of log time to failure can be

expected in the analysis of fatigue data (References 4, 14). Data for

three curves was calculated and is tabulated in Table VI. Mean log t at

each load was calculated for the standard fatigue curve; the 50% survival

curve at 50% confidei~ze level. The same ching was done for a 73% survival

curve at 50% confidence level and a 90% survival curve at 95% confidence

level. It snculd be noted that mean log t values for load levels near

the fatigue limit, particularly where run-outs are involved, are better

calculated by the Weibull distribution method (References 10, 16).

Rectified values of time to failure (t - t ) plots as a straight line
0

indicating a Weibull distribution. Data for P = 5 lb and P = 10 lb is

listed in Tables VII and VIII and is plotted on Weibull distribution

paper in Figures 9 and 10. When F(t) x 100 = 63.2%, t = 0.19 seconds for
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TABLE V

ORDERJ-- OF SPEC_-f-ENS BY LOAD LEVEL

ORDER a = I a= 2 a = 3 E = 4 a = 5 a 6 a= 7
No., q 5 lb i0 !b 14 lb 20 lb 25 lb 30 lb 35 lb

t r t t t t t

1 0.04 0.05 0.045 0.05 0.05 0.024 0.048

2 0.06 0.05 0.084 0.054 0.05 0.042 0.052

3 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.057 0.054 0.048 0.054

4 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.058 0.054 0.054 G.054

5 0.06 0.0 0.11 0.058 0.058 0.056 0.054

6 0.08 0.054 0.12 0.058 0.058 0.056 0.054

7 0.08 0.054 0.12 0.058 0.06 0.058 0.055

8 0.12 0.058 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.058 0.056

9 0.12 0.064 0.124 0.06 0.078 0.060 0.056

10 0.142 0.07 0.14 0.065 0.084 0.060 0.058

11 0.16 0.07 0.14 0.092 0.088 0.062 0.06

12 0.20 0.085 0.175 0.092 0.088 0.016 0.06

13 0.37 0.09 0.26 0.095 0.090 0.080 0.096

14 0.38 0.10 0.285 0.102 0.092 0.09 0.098

15 0.57 u.106 0.104 0.148 0.097

16 1.00 0.116 0.108 0.098

17 Run-out 0.122 0.124 0.10

18 0.124 0.14 0.11

19 0.138 0.155 0.11

20 0.21 0.38 0.12

21 0.26 0.14

22 0.16

23 0.75
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TABLE Vi

A

VALUES OF t FROM RAW DATA IN TABLE V

LOAD P (lb) ta t

2 Run-out Run-out Aur.-out

5 0.138 0.073 0.020

10 0.083 0.059 0.030

14 0.124 0.091 0.048

20 0.085 0.060 1O030

25 0.071 0.057 0,X37

S30 0.082 0.052 0.0C1

35 0.060 0.051 O.O 08

*t : mean iog t for 50% survival at 50% confidence level
a

*b: mean log t for 759% survival at 50% confidence level

*: an log c for 90% 2 survival at 95% confidence levelc
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TABLE VII

MEAN RANK ESTIMATES OF THE PERCENT SPECIMENS
FAILED. LOAD P = 5 LB FOR AN ORDERED SAMPLE
OF SIZE n = 17 (ONE RUN-OUT, n' = 16)

4^

(t - to)
ORDER NUMBER t(sec) F(t) x 100 0.04

0

1 0.040 5.56 0
2 0.060 11.11 0.020

3 0.060 16.67 0.020

4 0.060 22.22 0.020

5 0.060 27.78 0.020

6 0.080 33.33 0.040

7 0.080 38.89 0.040

8 0.120 44.44 0.080

9 0.120 50.00 0.080

10 0.142 55.56 0.102

11 0.160 61.11 0.120

12 0.200 66.67 0.160

13 0.370 72.22 0.330

14 0.380 77.78 0.340

15 0.570 83.33 0.530
16 1.000 88.89 0.960

17 Run-out
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TABLE VIII

MEAN RANK ESTIMATES OF THE PERCENT SPECIMENS
FAILED FOR AN ORDERED SAMPLE OF SIZE n = 20 LB. LOAD P 10 LB

(t - ro)

ORDER NUMBER t (sec) F(t) x 100 t " 0.044

1 0.050 4.76 0.006

2 0.050 9.52 0.006

3 0.050 14.29 0.006

4 0.050 19.05 0.006

5 0.054 23.81 0.010

6 0.054 28.57 0.010

7 0.058 33.33 0.014

8 0.064 38.10 0.020

9 0.070 42.86 0.026

10 0.070, 47.62 0.026

11 0.0&5 52.38 0.041

12 0.090 57.14 0.046

13 0.100 61.90 0.056

14 0.106 66.67 0.062

15 0.116 71.43 0.072

16 0.122 76.19 0.078

17 0.124 80.95 0.080

18 0.138 85.71 0.094

19 0.210 90.48 0.166

20 0.260 95.24 0.216
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Figure 9. Weibull Distribution for Timr to
Failure, t, At Load, P = 5 lb
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Figure 10. Weibull Distribution for Time to
Failure, L, At Load, P = 10 lb
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P = 5 lb. and t - 0.095 seconds for P = 10 lb. These values and the

values for mean log t for all other load levels are plotted as survival

curves in Figures 11, 12, and 13.

No data was collected from any runs with the 20 chromia and

20 alumina coated specimens. The coatings on these flame plated specimens

were powdered at all load levelL used on the indium coated specimens.

There were also no results from the gold plated specimens. The gold was

ploughed off the surface with no indications of any time to failure.

Subsequent to completing all of the above test runs, two experi-

mental low shear modulus silicone rubbers were obtained from the

General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, plant. Although

General Electric directions for bonding these to steel surfaces were

followed, all specimens peeled off when tested in the apparatus. As a

result, no data was collected from these specimens.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the data plots for indium coatings in Figures 11, 12, and 13

it appears that failures of the film-substrate system do indicate

fatigue behavior. An inspection of the specimens after each run showed

evidence of particle separation within the coating as well as at the

interface. This would seem to indicate that the maximum alternating

shear stress had occurred within thu film, although the stresses at the

interface had still produced failure there.

Due to the number of run-outs at P = 2 lb, it would seem that there

is also a fatigue limit, within the definition of failure used here,

although this point might need further investigation.
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The validity of this data lies not only in the indicated curve

trends, buZ the =anner in which the experiment was designed. Together

they would give a high degree of confidence in the results.

It is upforturiate that the other materials tested did not yield any

data. They would have provided corroborative data for materials with

similar shear moduli. Apparently the quality oi the gold plating was

poor and could not be ioproved upon locally. Further tests on quality

gold plating would be of great interest. There is no reason, according

to the Linde Division of Union Carbide, for the chromia and alumina

coatings to "powder". The only explanation the researcher can give is

the possibility that the speed and tyne of loading involved combined

to disintegrate the flame-plated particles so rapidly that failure

could not be measured with the instrumentation used. It should also be

noted that the quality of the plating with any of the coatings, will.

enter the picture as a parameter between types of coatings but not

necessprily within a particular sampling.
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SECTIO.N IV

CO2CLUS ION

The need for using greater speeds in loading becomes obvious as the

search for coatings with lower shear roduli continues. With the present

setup, even if the silicone rubbers had yielded data, the analysis

would still have been in the subsonic regime. Modification of the

apparatus and the use of other materials are indicated for follow-on

experimentation. The possibility of a much higher speed of loading with

a roller-type applicator should be investigated.
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APPENDIX I

The following is excerpted from the chapter by Hsu and Ling in

Reference 7. No attempt has been made co paraphrase or interpret their

material.

Of interest here is the quasi-stationary behavior in plane-strain

of an elastic system, consisting of a half-space with a layer on top,

under a surface load moving at constant velocity. In particular, the

maximum shear stress at the layer-base interface is sought.

The physical motivation of the problem is that of correlating the

maximum shear stress to the fatigue life of the surface layer as a

function of speed. Other parameters being the material properties and

the nature of the load.

Mathematically, the problem is stated below. Given a semi-infinite

solid with a surface layer of thickness H, the material properties are

X , u, p , and X*,g*, p*, respectively, where X and 11 are the Lame"

constants andp is the density. The composite body is moving with a

constant velocity V past a distributed load p(xl) for -1 < xI < 1, as

shown in Figure 14. Considering the state of stress as being plane-

strain, the quasi-stationary solution is found from the equation of

motion with respect to the coordinates (xl, x2 ). Of particular interest

is the shear stress at the interface of the layer and base material.

The equations of motion for the semi-infinite solid are

(X + p)D + =U PU (a, 8 1, 2)

41 Preceding p•ag blank
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in which D = Uf, the subscript a after comma denotes partial differen-

tiation with respect to x' ( a = 1, 2) and repeated indices denote

P(x1)

4/ H X*1J*p* z Z / 7 x.*m

XiX2

V

Figure 14. Composite Body Moving with a Constant Velocity
V Past a Distributed Load p(x ) for -1 < xI < 1

summation, Ua is the ath component of displacement and the super dots

represent material time differentiation.

The stress-displacement relations are

a X= D 6 a + (UP ,a + U a ) (2)

in which is the stress tensor and 8 a/ is the Kronecker delta.

Let (xl, xý) denote space coordinates fixed in the medium which

occupies the semi-infinite solid x2 > 0, Figure 14. Consider the moving

frame (xl, x2) fixed with respect to the load. For the problem at hand,

it is convenient to use the Eulerian coordinates xa where x 1  x' + Vt1

and in which V is the constant velocity of motion of the composite

material and t is the time. For the quasi-stationary state the material
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derivative, for a( )/1t = 0 with respect to the moving frame (xl, x2 ,

is 2  2 (3)

Equations 1 and 3 become

(A + p) D,a + P)U a8 pV 2 U ii. (4)

Similar equations with X* and * in lieu of X and/L apply for the

burface layer.

The boundary conditions are

a12 = 0 (x1 0 X1 , X2 - 0) (5)

0 (1 < 1X1 I < - ,X2 -0)

a12 2 w (6)
{p(xI) (0 < 1x1 I < 1 , x2  0)

011s ( 12 , 022, Ul, U2 + 0 (0 < x2 < H, IXi1 -0 =) (7)

21I/2
011, 0 1 2 , 022, U1 , U2 " 0 ([x 1

2 + X2 
2  

-o 1 ) (8)

and

01 1, 012, 022, Ul, U2 continuous (xj - x1 , x2 - H) (9)

FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS

It will be useful to recall the definition of the velocities of

propagation of dilatational and shear waves, respectively:

2 1+2/2
IC1  C2  • Of course

c , X* + 2,*) 1/2

P* C2 P *j
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Define the following dimensionless quantities:

1 .(X2

Taking the Fourier transform

F{f}- (2ir)- 2 f_ { }exp (is •) dr• (19)

using further changes in variables and solving simultaneous equations

yields for > O;

2~ _%8 .H) (8 y2") (2 82 v' +[(2 _ 2) 2

-a h2 (y LTj

and

- - CL -gz ( ,,+* -( CO(

Equation 35 has a characteristic equation

u,- ([,-•]+ [,-2j} m+ [2-• -L_ ] -.o (34)
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"i' whf=' t is che cheracteristic value of v = e •. Three cases are

czss:,b~e:-

it. Sezo ,€nc Case u2l-f2 < 1, H2/M2 < 1/

v - a* cosh j; + L* sinh jý + c* cosh k-r + d* sinh k (37)

2. Tyransonic Case X2/y 2 > 1, M2/8 2 / 1.

Letting j, k= [1- J1/ H 12

Eqiuation 36 yields

v = a* cosh jý + b* sinh J; c* cos ký + d* sin kr, (38)

Supersonic Case M2 /y 2 > 1, M2 /6 2 > 1.

Letting j,k= m2 Y2

Equation 36 yields

v - a* cos Jý + b* sin JC + c* cos ký + d* sin k;

For s < 0, V in both layer and base material takes same form as in

Equations 30, 37, 38, and 39 with n replacing s, where n - s.

SOLUTION OF SHEAR STRESS AT THE INTERFACE
OF THE LAYER AND THE BASE MATERIAL

A. Subsonic Case in Layer and Subsonic Case in Base Material

1. Solution in Transformed State for s > 0

Using Eqution 37 in Equation 34
u aJ-I scnh Jo + b*J- cash J4 + c*k slnh ký + d*k cosh k; (40)
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and solving gives

(s, 1) - [q 2 (s) - iq1 (s)] F1 (s, 1) (53)

2. Solution in Transformed State for s < 0

For s < 0, V in both layer and base material takes the same

form as in Equation 30 and 37 with n replacing s. Carrying out an

analysis similar to the case for s > 0, Gel) (n, 1) takes the form

(n, 1) = [q 2 (n) + iq, (n)] F, (n, 1) (54)

For s < 0, with n - s, FI (n, 1) takes the same form as

F1 (s, 1) with n replacing s.

Inversion of the solution yields:

1�)f- fl/h q (& F1 (s, 1) ,59)

[sin sC' cos sý - cos sW' sin s•] dý'ds}

Equation 59 is the general solution at the interface in the

form of the double integral for any arbitrary load.

Adding Equations 56 and 58 for the special case of q (.) =

q 0 (-llh <_ •< 1/h),

IT 019 2~ 1)~ f ,1p 2! S sin (s/h) sin (Ws) ds (60)
00

Equation 60 is a solution at the interface for a moving

uniform load.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For Equation 60, 0"12 (C , 1) is seen to be an odd function with

respecc to C because of Lhe term sin (pC ) appearing in the integrand

of the integral solution o0U (C , 1)
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By far the most important result is the following. For subsonic

speeds (local reference) a material point experiences one stress

reversal in shear at the interface over the length of the loaa. For the

transonic case (local reference), a material point experiences several

stress reversals in shear at the interface over the length of the load.

This phenomenon it'elf may explain why the bonded layer may fail more

easily in the transonic regime than in the subsonic regime by fatigue.

Another contributing factor for easier failure in the transonicregime

than in the subsonic regime is of course the higher magnitude of the

stresses. Experimental evidences (Equations 6, 7, and 8) show such

mechanisms for failure.
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APPENDIX II

Slider

x

1/2" - -

Specimen

Center

The Boussinesq solution for a punch problem (normal load P = 7T)

is:

T 2 fb x2y F x2 -1b

xy a [xz + YZI; F~ ?j

The Cerruti solution for a purch problem (shear load S = 0.1 P)

is:

o0.1 fb FO1 oL .. • -01 arc tan•: xy "a [x2 + ]2 =X " a

Letting y - (y -17) where y = 1/4 inch and evaluate from 71= sto

I= 0, the total shear stress (rT) is:

T [1x -Y + - 0.1 arc tanx 2 + y 2 - _2

(the subscript has been dropped and y = y)
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For: x = H = 0.001 inch

y = Y, = 0.250 inches

f = 0.025 inches
s

= 0.000027

Maximum shear stress occurs at x = H, y = f
s

For: x = H = 0.001 inch

Y =Y = fs = 0.025 inches

= 1.137

x 100 - 0.0023% or approximately no stress reversal when

Tmax

slider is at end of stroke.
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